The tame symbol of two invertible holomorphic functions can be obtained by computing their cup product in Deligne cohomology, and it is geometrically interpreted as a holomorphic line bundle with connection. In a similar vein, certain higher tame symbols later considered by Brylinski and McLaughlin are geometrically interpreted as holomorphic gerbes and 2-gerbes with abelian band and a suitable connective structure.
Introduction
The aim of this work is two-fold. For an analytic manifold X we investigate geometric objects corresponding to the elements of certain low-degree Hermitian-Holomorphic Deligne cohomology groups. These groups, denoted here H
(X, l), for two integers k and l, were defined in [11] and, in a slightly different fashion, later in [1] . It is already an observation by Deligne (cf. [14] ) that H 2 D h.h.
(X, 1) ∼ = Pic X , the group of isomorphism classes of holomorphic line bundles with hermitian fiber metric. Here we define an appropriate notion of hermitian structure on a gerbe (or 2-gerbe) bound by O × X and show that the corresponding (equivalence) classes are in bijective correspondence with the elements of H k D h.h.
(X, 1), for k = 3, 4. As a second result and application, we show that the torsors and (2-)gerbes underlying the cup products in ordinary Deligne cohomology studied by Brylinski-McLaughlin [8, 9] can be equipped in a rather natural way with the above mentioned hermitian structures, thus producing classes in the Hermitian-Holomorphic variant. More precisely, we modify the cup product at the level of Deligne complexes to land into a HermitianHolomorphic one. This modification is actually quite a natural one from the point of view of Mixed Hodge Structures.
Background notions
To explain things a little bit more, let X be an analytic manifold and let A ⊆ R be a subring-typically A = Z, Q or R. For any integer j, set A(j) = (2π √ −1) j A and let A(j)
• D be the Deligne complex
It is well known that (at the level of the derived category) there are maps A(j)
inducing a cup product in cohomology
where we have used the notation H , was already considered in ref. [13] , where it is interpreted in terms of a gerbe G over X.
This idea has been further pursued by Brylinski-McLaughlin, [8, 9] . In their study of degree 4 characteristic classes they considered the symbols f, L ∈ H (2)). The corresponding geometric objects are identified with a gerbe (resp. a 2-gerbe) both equipped with the appropriate analog of a connection. Furthermore, the obvious map Z(2) (1)) , for k = 3, 4 correspond to equivalence classes of (2-)gerbes bound by O × X , cf. [7, 8, 9] . Thus in the end several Deligne cohomology groups have a concrete interpretation in terms of geometric data.
Hermitian-Holomorphic Deligne cohomology, as defined by Brylinski, cf. [11] , is an enhanced version of Deligne cohomology. For all positive integers l Brylinski introduces certain complexes C(l)
• , and defines the Hermitian-Holomorphic Deligne cohomology groups as the sheaf hypercohomology groups:
• has a map C(l) (X, l) → H k D (X, Z(l)) forgetting the extra-structure. A primary example is provided by Deligne's observation mentioned before, cf. [14] , that
where Pic X is the set of isomorphism classes of O × X -torsors with hermitian metric, and E 0 X is the sheaf of smooth real-valued functions on X. The complex in (1.3) is quasi-isomorphic to C(1)
• , therefore
In fact, both complexes are quasi-isomorphic to the complex O × X ⊕ T X → C × X [−1] , [9, 11] , which encodes the reduction of the torsor structure from O × X to T X afforded by the hermitian metric. Concerning higher degrees, Brylinski-McLaughlin [9, 12] gave a geometric interpretation for some of the groups
(X, l), k = 3, 4 and l = 1, 2 in terms of classes of gerbes and 2-gerbes bound by T X and equipped with a concept of connection valued in an appropriate Hodge filtration of the de Rham complex of X.
Statement of the results
In this work we take on the same question of a geometric interpretation for some Hermitian-Holomorphic Deligne cohomology groups from a holomorphic view-point which, we believe, is complementary to that of Brylinski-McLaughlin. We define a hermitian structure on a O × X -gerbe G as the assignment of a E 0 U,+ -torsor (the "+" denotes positive functions) to any object P of G U subject to several conditions spelled out in Definition 5.2.1. We prove that classes of gerbes with hermitian structures in this sense correspond to elements of H
X , in complete analogy with (1.3). Moreover we can define a type (1, 0)-connective structure on G by requiring that to any object P of G U be assigned a F 1 A 1 U -torsor, essentially repeating the steps in ref. [9] . (Here A • U is the smooth C-valued de Rham complex, and F 1 is the first Hodge filtration.) Then a notion of compatibility between the hermitian structure and the connective one is defined, and in fact we prove there is only one such type (1, 0) connective structure compatible with a given hermitian structure, up to equivalence. This result is analogous to the corresponding statement for hermitian holomorphic line bundles, that there is a unique connection -the canonical or Griffiths connection -compatible with both structures.
Similar results are available for 2-gerbes: we define a hermitian structure for a O × X -2-gerbe G as the assignment of a E 0 U,+ -gerbe for each object P of G U , subject to several conditions spelled out in Definition 5.5.1. Analogously to the simpler case of gerbes, we have a concept of type (1, 0) connectivity compatible with the hermitian structure and a uniqueness result up to equivalence.
A second line of results is more specific to the tame symbols we encountered before. Alongside with the map of complexes Z(1)
we define a companion map
• so that it is possible to obtain a different cup product valued in Hermitian-Holomorphic Deligne cohomology:
An immediate consequence is that for f and g invertible, and L, L ′ line bundles, the torsor f, g and the gerbe f, L support natural hermitian structures of the type discussed above, in addition to the analytic connection (or connective) ones associated with the cup product in standard Deligne cohomology. The same conclusions are valid for the 2-gerbe L, L ′ . It turns out that supporting both structures is an easy consequence of the commutativity of the following diagram:
) Indeed, forgetting either structure, brings us back to the same underlying object.
The map (1.4) has a rather natural definition from the point of view of Mixed Hodge Structures, whose role in the matter was mentioned in relation with the product (1.1), see [13] . Namely, there is a "universal" MHS M (2) corresponding to an iterated extension of Z(0) by Z(1) by Z(2), where in this case Z(n) denotes a Hodge-Tate structure. To M (2) we can associate a tensor -the "big period" -P (M (2) ) ∈ C ⊗ Q C , cf. [17] . The period is in fact a multiple of the extension class of M (2) , and it belongs to the kernel I = ker m : C ⊗ Q C → C of the multiplication map. We find the map (1.4) corresponds to the image of P (M (2) ) under the "imaginary part" projection C ⊗ Q C → R(1) given by a ⊗ b → Im(a) Re(b). On the other hand, the standard one (1.1) involves the projection onto the Kähler differentials I → I /I 2 given by a ⊗ b → a db.
Outline of the paper
This work is organized as follows. In section 2 we make some preliminaries observations about Deligne complexes and cohomology and collect a few needed facts. We recall the definition of Hermitian-Holomorphic Deligne cohomology and state some of its properties in section 3. Alongside Brylinski's complex C(l)
• , we use a complex quasi-isormorphic to it, denoted D(l)
• h.h. , which for a line bundle directly encodes the data defining the canonical connection.
In section 4 we recall the definition of the tame symbol f, g for two invertible functions and some of its properties. We define the modified product (1.4) and show that through it, the torsor associated to f, g also comes equipped with a hermitian structure. As mentioned before, the product (1.4) and its relation with the standard for Deligne complexes become more clear when analyzed in terms of Hodge Structures. In order to do this, we felt necessary to recall a few elementary facts and calculations concerning Hodge-Tate structures that are certainly well-known to experts. For this reason, and also because this development lies somewhat aside this work's main lines, we present this material in appendix B. This presentation relies in part on the Heisenberg group picture of the Deligne torsor, which we have recalled in appendix A.
Section 5 is the main part of this work. There we redefine the notion of hermitian structure (modeled after that of connective structure) and prove that equivalence classes of these are classified by the groups H
(X, 1). We then apply this classification to the Hermitian structures and the product (1.4) for the higher versions of the tame symbols considered by Brylinski-McLaughlin.
Preliminaries

Notation and conventions
If z is a complex number, then π p (z) 
for any complex form ω. An open cover of X will be denoted by U X . If {U i } i∈I is the corresponding collection of open sets, we write U ij = U i ∩ U j , U ijk = U i ∩ U j ∩ U k , and so on. More generally we can also have U X = {U i → X} i∈I , where the maps are regular coverings in an appropriate category. In this case intersections are replaced by (n + 1)-fold fibered products
If F • is a complex of abelian sheaves on X, itsČech resolution with respect to a covering U X → X is the double complex
where the q-cochains with values in F p are given by F p (U i0···in ) . TheČech coboundary operator is denoted δ. The convention we use is to put the index along theČech resolution in the second place, so if we denote by d the differential in the complex F
• , the total differential is given by D = d + (−1) p δ on the componenť C q (U X , F p ) of the total simple complex. Furthermore, recall that the Koszul sign rule causes a sign being picked whenever two degree indices are formally exchanged. ForČech resolutions of complexes of sheaves it leads to the following conventions. If G
• is a second complex of sheaves on X, then one defines the cup product
of two elements {f i0,...,iq } ∈ C p,q (F ) and {g j0,...,js } ∈ C r,s (G) by
For a given complex of abelian objects, say C • , the symbol σ i denotes sharp truncation at the index i:
Deligne cohomology
There are several models for the complexes to use to compute Deligne cohomology [15, 2] . For A ⊂ R and an integer j the latter is the hypercohomology:
Here A(p)
• D is the Deligne complex
where
2) is the Hodge ("stupid") filtration on the de Rham complex. The symbol ≃ −→ denotes a quasi-isomorphism. In view of Beȋlinson formula for the cup product on cones to be recalled below [3] , Deligne complexes acquire a family of cup-products (depending on a real parameter α)
Cup products related to different values of the parameter α are related by homotopy-commutative diagrams, hence they induce a well defined graded commutative cup-product in cohomology
. In order to explicitly compute cup products, the model given by eqn. (2.1) leads to simpler formulas (when it can be used). If f ∈ A(j)
• D , then from ref. [15] we quote:
The following examples are well known and will frequently recur in the following.
, the global invertibles on X, and H 2 D (X, Z(1)) ∼ = Pic(X) , the Picard group of line bundles over X. (2)) is identified with the group of isomorphism classes of holomorphic line bundles with (holomorphic) connection. This is easily understood from aČech cohomology point of view. Using the cover (2)) is obtained (up to a multiplication by 2π √ −1) by extracting local logarithms log g ij , see ref. [15] for full details.
TheČech representative for the actual class in H
For real Deligne cohomology, i.e. when A = R, other models quasi-isomorphic to those in eqns. (2.1) and (2.2) are available. Since the maps
. Moreover, we can use smooth forms thanks to the fact that the inclusion Ω
X is a filtered quasiisomorphism with respect to the filtrations
A product is given by the formula (cf. ref. [15] (1)) is the group of real valued functions η on X such that there exists a holomorphic one-form ω such that π 0 ω = dη. In other words, it is the group of those real smooth functions η such that ∂η is holomorphic. In particular, if f is holomorphic and invertible on U ⊂ X, then the class in H 1 D (X, R (1)) determined by f is represented by (d log f, log |f |).
Cones
We recall here a variant of Beȋlinson's formula for the cup product on certain diagrams of complexes. (For full details see refs. [1, 3, 15] .)
For i = 1, 2, 3 consider the diagrams of complexes
, and similarly for Y
• i , and Z
• i . We assume the products to be compatible with the f i , g i only up to homotopy, namely there exist maps
with obvious meaning of the symbols. The following lemma establishes a variant of Beȋlinson's product formula [3] .
, and a real parameter α, the following formula:
defines a family of products
These products are homotopic to one another, and graded commutative up to homotopy. The homotopy formula is the same as that found in ref. [3] .
Proof. Direct verification.
If the maps f i , g i above are strictly compatible with the products, namely the homotopies h and k are zero, (2.8) reduces to the formulas found in [3, 15] . Homotopy commutativity at the level of complexes ensures the corresponding cohomologies will have genuine graded commutative products.
Hermitian holomorphic Deligne cohomology 3.1 Metrized line bundles
Let X be a complex manifold. Consider a holomorphic line bundle L on X with hermitian fiber metric ρ or, equivalently, an invertible sheaf L equipped with a map ρ : L → E 0 X,+ to (the sheaf of) positive real smooth functions, see ref. [20] for the relevant formalism. Let Pic(X) denote the group of isomorphism classes of line bundles with hermitian metric. A basic observation by Deligne (cf. [14] ) is that Pic X can be identified with the second hypercohomology group:
This is easy to see inČech cohomology. Suppose s i is a trivialization of L| Ui , with transition functions
Let ρ i be the value of the quadratic form associated to ρ on s i , namely ρ i = ρ(s i ). Then we have ρ j = ρ i |g ij | 2 . Taking logarithms, we see that
, is a cocycle representing the class of the pair (L, ρ).
Canonical connection
Recall for later use that the canonical connection, [18] on a metrized line bundle (L, ρ) is the unique connection compatible with both the holomorphic and hermitian structures. InČech cohomology with respect to the cover U X as above, the canonical connection on (L, ρ) corresponds to a collection of (1, 0) forms
The latter just means ξ i = ∂ log ρ i , in more familiar terms. The global 2-form
represents the first Chern class of L in H 2 (X, R(1)). The class of c 1 (ρ) is in fact a pure Hodge class in
. It only depends on the class of (L, ρ) in Pic(X).
Hermitian holomorphic complexes
In ref. [11] Brylinski introduced the complexes
are the Hermitian holomorphic Deligne cohomology groups.
By the remark after eqn. (2.5), the complex
also computes the real Deligne cohomology. Then consider the complex 
• X (l) appearing in both (3.5) and (3.6) can be rewritten in terms of the complex G(l)
• of ref. [14] . Set
For certain ranges of values of the cohomology index the groups H
(X, l) are fairly ordinary. Indeed we have the following easy
, we see that they are quasi-isomorphic to
which leads to the triangle
The statement follows.
In general these groups are interesting when p ≥ 2l. The most important example is:
Proof. We have quasi-isomorphisms
Indeed, note that D(1)
• h.h. can be rewritten as
and R(1)
By direct verification, the latter complex is quasi-isomorphic to E
Since hermitian holomorphic Deligne complexes can be expressed as cones of diagrams of the form (2.7), they admit cup products, and hence there is a cup product for hermitian holomorphic Deligne cohomology [11] :
(X, l + k) .
Explict cocycles
Use of the seemingly more complicated complex (3.7) in place of the one in (3.5) is justified by the fact that the data comprising the canonical connection can be characterized cohomologically, as follows: Proof. One need only unravel the cone defining D (1) • h.h. as follows: On the other hand, the hermitian holomorphic Deligne complex in the form (3.5) corresponds to "reducing the structure group" from C × to T. This can be made explicit for l = 1 and a line bundle L → X by choosing sections t i of the smooth bundle corresponding to L such that ρ(t i ) = 1. Clearly the resulting smooth transition functions will be sections of T X over U ij . See refs. [11] and [9] for more details.
Tame symbol and hermitian structure
Let X be a complex analytic manifold and U ⊂ X open. Let f and g two invertible holomorphic functions on U . The tame symbol [13] f, g associated to f and g is a O × X | U -torsor equipped with an analytic connection.
Cup product and Deligne torsor
(See [13, 15] .) We consider f and g as elements of (2)) . Consider the cover U X of X so that U is covered by {U ∩ U i } i∈I and choose representatives (log i f, 2π √ −1 m ij ) and (log i g, 2π √ −1 n ij ) for f and g, respectively. Then, using (2.4), the cup product is represented by the cocycle:
Under the quasi-isomorphism with the complex O × X → Ω 1 X (which essentially amounts to a division by 2π √ −1) the cocycle (4.1) becomes
In ref. [13] the trivializing section on U ∩ U i corresponding to (4.2) is denoted {log i f, g} . Two trivializations over U ∩ U i and U ∩ U j are related by {log i f, g} = {log i f, g} g −mij . Furthermore, the analytic connection is defined by the rule:
A general section s of f, g can be written as s = h i {log i f, g} , for some h i ∈ O U (U i ) , and therefore
Hermitian product structure
Consider the "imaginary part" map
Similarly, we have:
Definition 4.2.1. Define the map
by using (4.6) in place of the map
4). Proposition 4.2.2. The product map (4.7) is well defined, namely it is a map of complexes. Furthermore, it is homotopy graded commutative.
Proof. The fact that (4.7) is a map of complexes is a direct verification. After ref. [15] , consider the map
and zero otherwise. It provides the required homotopy.
The target complex of the product map in eq. (4.7) is the complex encoding hermitian structures appearing in sect. 3.1. In other words, up to quasi-isormorphism, we have a product:
Remark 4.2.3. The map (4.6) provides an explicit homotopy map for the homotopy commutative diagram
• D where the model (2.5) for R(k)
• D is used (see [15] ). Now, in view of Prop. 4.2.2, we have a graded commutative product at the level of cohomology groups. In particular, let f, g be two invertible holomorphic functions on U ⊂ X. (U, 1) is:
This allows us to identify the representative of the hermitian metric, or rather its logarithm, as (4.9) 1 2 log ρ i = − 1 2π √ −1 π 1 (log i f ) log |g| .
Remarks on the Heisenberg bundle
The hermitian metric can be constructed from the more global point of view afforded by the use of the Heisenberg group recalled in sect. A. The hermitian metric on the bundle H C /H Z → C × × C × is given by the map (4.10) ρ :
from H C /H Z to R + . Indeed, using the explicit action (A.1), one checks (4.10) is invariant and provides the required quadratic form. In particular, the quantity
is immediately shown to behave as the logarithm of the local representative of a hermitian metric. Thus the hermitian holomorphic line bundle represented by the cocycle (4.8) is the pull-back of (
5 Hermitian holormophic gerbes
Higher tame symbols
Brylinski and McLaughlin considered higher degree versions of the tame symbol construction, [8, 9] , namely cup products of higher degree Deligne cohomology classes: f, L for f a holomorphic invertible function and L a holomorphic line bundle, and L, L ′ for a pair of holomorphic line bundles. The geometric interpretetion of the symbols so obtained, also put forward in refs. [8, 9] , is that f, L is a gerbe on X with lien O × X and a holomorphic connective structure. A similar statement holds for the 2-gerbe L, L ′ .
Cup products
From the point of view of cohomology classes, one computes the relevant cup products. Using (2.4), we find that f, L ∈ H 3 D (X, Z (2)) is represented by the cocycle
having made the standard choices for log i f and the transition functions g ij of L with respect to the choice of a cover U X . Similarly, if g ′ ij are the transition functions of L ′ , and 2π (2)) is represented by the cocycle
Hermitian variant
If we use the product Z(1)
introduced in sect. 4.2, for f , L and L ′ as above we have
Using the sameČech data as before, the symbol f, L h.h. is represented by the cocycle
Similarly, with L and L ′ we have the product
and the representing cocycle
Similarly to the proof of prop. 4.2.4, the maps of complexes Z(2)
• D induce correspoding maps on the symbols f, L and f, L h.h. , moreover their images agree in
Gerbes with Hermitian structure
Let G be a gerbe on X with band (≡ lien) O × X ( [16] ). After [7, 10] , its class is an element of
. Let E 0 X,+ be the sheaf of real positive smooth functions on X.
Definition 5.2.1. A hermitian structure on G consists of the following data:
1. For each object P in G U , is assigned a E 0 U,+ -torsor herm(P ) (a R + -principal bundle). The assignment must be compatible with the restriction functors i * : G U → G V arising from i : V ֒→ U in the cover U X of X.
For each morphism
1 This map must be compatible with compositions of morphisms in G U and with the restriction functors.
For an object P of G U , an automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(P ) is identified with a section of O × X over U . We then require that
where the latter is the E 0 U,+ -action on the torsor herm(P ). 
1 A E 0 U,+ -torsor will in general be automatically trivializable. However, in this context it is convenient to "forget" the actual trivializing map.
Proof. Let G be an O × X -gerbe on X with hermitian structure as per definition 5.2.1. Choose a full decomposition (see [7] ) with objects P i of G Ui and isomorphisms f ij : P j | Uij → P i | Uij with respect to a cover U X of X. By a standard procedure (see refs. [7, 10] ) these data determine a cochain g ijk ∈ Aut( 
On the 3-skeleton of the cover we have that on one hand
whereas on the other hand, since
Equating the right hand sides of eqns. (5.7) and (5.8), and extracting the appropriate logarithms, we see we have obtained aČech cocycle representing a class in
Conversely, let a class in H
(X, 1) be given, and assume we represent it via the choice of U X by a degree 2Čech cocycle with values in the complex
which we write as 2π
This cocycle determines, via the map D(1)
which can be used, according to refs. [7, 10] , to glue the local stacks Tors(O Ui ) into a global G, in fact a gerbe. Given a O × Ui -torsor P i , namely an object of G Ui ∼ = Tors(O Ui ), define a hermitian structure by:
Then use ρ ij to glue herm(P i ) and herm(P j ) over U ij , namely define an isomorphism via eq. (5.6). Since the isomorphisms P k → P i and P k → P j → P i differ by the equivalence determined by g ijk , we see using (5.5) that the condition
ensuing from the cocycle condition, ensures the compatibility of this definition over U ijk .
Corollary 5.2.3. Using the quasi-isomorphism
D(1) • h.h. ≃ −→ Z(1) X → O X → E 0 X ,
the class of a gerbe with hermitian structure is in fact in
(X, 1) .
We will see (cf. sect. 5.3) this group also automatically classifies a special type of connective structure on G.
Hermitian connective structure
The structure defined in sect. 5.2 can be supplemented by a variant of Brylinski's connective structure [10] by taking into account the first Hodge filtration as in ref. [11] . Let G be an O × X gerbe over X. A type (1, 0) connective structure on G is the assignment to each object P of G U of a F 1 A 1 U -torsor Co(P ) compatible with restriction functors and morphisms of objects. In particular, for ϕ ∈ Aut(P ), we require that
where ∇ is a section of Co(P ) over U .
2
Definition 5.3.2. Let G be equipped with a hermitian structure. A type (1, 0) connective structure on G is compatible with the hermitian structure if for each object P of G there is an isomorphism of torsors
(In other words, ∇ r·ρ = ∇ r + ∂ log ρ .)
Connective structures of type (1, 0) are classified as follows. 
We have the following analog of the existence and uniqueness of the canonical connection on an invertible sheaf. 
(X, 1).)
Proof of Theorem 5.3.3 . Choose a cover U X as usual and let (P i , f ij , r i ) be a decomposition of G and its hermitian structure as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.2.
If G has a compatible type (1, 0) connective structure, we have a map herm(G Ui ) ∋ r i → ∇ i ∈ herm(G Ui ). For every isomorphism f ij the compatibility condition from Definition 5.3.2 determines a form
satisfying the condition
The imaginary 2-form η ij def =∂ξ ij =∂∂ log ρ ij then is a cocycle with values in
2 log ρ ij , ξ ij and η ij determine a cocycle of total degree 3 in theČech resolutioň
• h.h. ). Conversely, given a degree 3 cocycle with values in D (1) • h.h. , a gerbe G with hermitian structure can be obtained by gluing trivial O Clearly, this defines a type (1, 0) connective structure compatible with the hermitian structure on G.
Remark 5.3.5. Note the proof of Theorem 5.3.3 that dη ij = 0, hence we obtain a class
which can be associated to G via the obvious map
This class plays the same role for G as the (global) imaginary form c 1 (ρ) =∂∂ log ρ i for a metrized line bundle (L, ρ).
Remark 5.3.6 ( Hermitian curving). An equivalent degree 3 cocycle can be obtained by introducing the cochain
and the imaginary 3-form Ω i ≡ Ω| Ui such that
(1) (global sections). We can regard K i as the hermitian curving and Ω as the hermitian 3-curvature, respectively, of the type (1, 0) hermitian connection.
The symbol f, L h.h.
Given an invertible function f and a line bundle L we have seen there is a product f,
(X, 1). We briefly give a geometric construction of the corresponding hermitian-holomorphic gerbe.
We need to recall from [9] the construction of the gerbe C underlying f, L . C is the stackification of the following pre-stack C 0 . For U ֒→ X objects of the category C 
Given a trivialization of L by a collection {s i } relative to a cover U X = {U i } i∈I , with transition functions g ij ∈ O × X (U ij ), the objects f, s i and the morphisms
provide a decomposition of C in the sense of [7] . It follows that the automorphisms
. Now define a hermitian structure on C as follows. To an object f, s of C U we assign
Then, given a morphism f, g ∋ φ : f, s ′ → f, s in C U , with s ′ = sg as above, we use the hermitian structure on the Deligne torsor underlying f, g defined in sect. 4.2, Proposition 4.2.4. Namely (5.14)
where h is a local section of herm( f, s ′ ), to be identified with one of E 
Proof. We need to find the class of the C as in the proof of Thm. 5.2.2 and show it coincides with f, L h.h. as computed in eqn. (5.3). To this end, let us use the decomposition of C given by the objects f, s i and morphisms φ ij = {log i f, g ij } : f, s j → f, s i for non vanishing sections s i ∈ L| Ui , as before. The class of C (without extra structures) is represented by the cochain g
−mij jk
already appearing in eq. (5.12). Furthermore, in the hermitian Deligne torsor f, g ij over U ij the logarithm of the length of the section φ ij = {log i f, g ij } is given by
cf. eq. (4.9). Thus we have found the total cocycle representing f, L h.h. as in eq. (5.3). Indeed, by computing theČech coboundary we find
as desired.
Hermitian 2-Gerbes
Let us briefly extend the considerations outlined in the previous sections to 2-gerbes over X bound by O × X . (An extended exposition of the local geometry of 2-gerbes is to be found in ref. [7] . See also [8] for the abelian case.)
Recall that a 2-gerbe G over X bound by a sheaf of abelian groups H is a fibered 2-category over X which satisfies the 2-descent condition for objects, and such that for any two objects P and Q in the fiber 2-category G U over U ⊂ X the fibered category Hom(P, Q) is a stack. If fact, this fibered category turns out to be an H-gerbe equivalent to the neutral one Tors(H). The properties of interest to us are the following: G is locally non-empty, namely there is a cover U X of X such that for U ⊂ X in the cover, the object set of G U is non-empty; G is locally connected, namely any two objects can be connected by a weakly invertible 1-arrow (that is, invertible up to a 2-arrow); any two 1-arrows can be (locally) joined by a 2-arrow; finally, for every 1-arrow its automorphism group is isomorphic in a specified way to H.
Once the appropriate notion of isomorphism for 2-gerbes is introduced, isomorphism classes of 2-gerbes bound by H are classified by the sheaf cohomology group H 3 (X, H) , see, e.g. refs. [7, 8] . In what follows, we shall set H = O × X . Hence we can rephrase the previous statement by saying that isomorphism classes of 2-gerbes bound by O × X are classified by the group
We shall need the local calculation leading to the classification, so we recall it here. Given a 2-gerbe G, let us choose a decomposition by selecting a cover U X of X and a collection of objects P i in G Ui . There is a 1-arrow f ij : P j → P i between their restrictions to G Uij . Furthermore, from the axioms there is a 2-arrow
Further restricting over a 4-fold intersection U ijkl , we have two 1-arrows f ij • f jk • f kl : P l → P i and f il : P l → P i and between them two 2-arrows, namely α ijl • (Id fij * α jkl ) and α ikl • (α ijk * Id f kl ) . Since 2-arrows are strictly invertible, it follows again from the axioms that there exists a section
This section is a 3-cocycle and the assignment G → [h] gives the classification isomorphism.
In analogy with what was previously done for gerbes, we are going to define a notion of hermitian structure and of type (1, 0) connectivity for 2-gerbes on X bound by O × X . Brylinski and McLaughlin defined a concept of connectivity on a 2-gerbe G over X to be the datum of a compatible class of connective structures on the gerbes Hom U (P, Q) for two objects P , Q in the fiber G U . It is possible to introduce several variants of this notion, as done in refs. [8, 9] . Thus a type (1, 0) connectivity will just be the requirement that these connective structures take their values in
Let us model the concept of hermitian structure on a 2-gerbe after the one for gerbes given above in definition 5.2.1.
Definition 5.5.1. A hermitian structure on a O × X -2-gerbe G over X consists of the following data.
1. To each object P in the fiber 2-category G U over U ⊂ X we assign a E 0 U,+ -gerbe herm(P ) over U . (As before, E 0 U,+ is the sheaf of real positive functions on U .)
2. This assignment must be compatible with the inverse image 2-functors i
arising from the inclusions i : V ֒→ U, j : W ֒→ V, and k : Z ֒→ W, in the cover U X .
3. For each 1-arrow f : P → Q in G U a corresponding equivalence f * : herm(P ) → herm(Q) of E 0 U,+ -gerbes. For each 2-arrow α : f ⇒ f ′ a corresponding natural transformation α * : f * ⇒ f ′ * between equivalences. We ask that this correspondence be compatible with compositions of 1-and 2-arrows. Namely, for 1-arrows f, f ′ : P → Q and g, g ′ : Q → R and for 2-arrows α :
of equivalences between the E 0 U,+ -gerbes herm(P ) and herm(R) on U ⊂ X.
4. From the axioms, the group of automorphisms of a 1-arrow f : P → Q in G U is identified with O × U . It follows that such an automorphism α (that is, a 2-arrow from f to itself) can be identified with a section a ∈ O × U . We then require that the induced natural isomorphism and an appropriate labeling of herm(P ) and herm(Q) by objects r and s, respectively. In more detail, given an arrow f * (r) → s in herm(Q), the action of α via α * will amount to an automorphism of s. We require that it be |a| 2 .
Remark 5.5.2. The abstract nonsense of definition 5.5.1 could have more succinctly characterized by saying that the correspondence herm(·) realizes a cartesian 2-functor between G and the 2-gerbe Gerbes(E 0 X,+ ) on X, shifting to the reader the burden of unraveling the diagrams.
We have the following analog of theorem 5. 
As mentioned before, a connectivity on a O
A Heisenberg group
An equivalent approach to the Deligne symbol is via the complex three-dimensional Heisenberg group, see refs. [5, 19, 21] . Let H C denote the group of complex unipotent 3 × 3 lower triangular matrices. Let
The quotient H C /H Z is a C/Z(2)-bundle over C/Z(1) × C/Z(1) via the projection map p :
where x, y, z ∈ C, and the brackets denote the appropriate equivalence classes. (The C/Z(2)-action is by multiplication with a matrix of the form
.)
The twisting of H C /H Z is analogous to that of the Deligne torsor in sect. 4.1: the right action of H Z on H C amounts to:
Moreover, the complex form
is invariant under the action of H Z and defines a C/Z(2)-connection form on the total space H C /H Z . The invertible functions f and g on U define a map (f, g) :
Then the tame symbol f, g is obtained as the pull-back:
and the section {log i f, g} corresponds to the class of the matrix 
Furthermore, the pull-back of the connection form ω on H C /H Z along the section {log i f, g} is the same form as the one in (4.1). More generally, a section s as given at the end of sect. 4.1 corresponds to the class of the matrix 
Pulling back (A.2) along the section gives (4.4).
B Remarks on Hodge-Tate structures
The relation between the "imaginary part" map made in sect. 4.2 together with the product Z(1)
• h.h. , and the cup product Z(1)
• D giving rise to the tame symbol becomes more transparent from the point of view of Hodge-Tate structures.
B.1 A Mixed Hodge Structure
Let us briefly recall the following well known MHS on C 2 , see [13, 4] . Consider, as before, The MHS M 2 corresponding to M (2) , or more precisely A (2) , comprises the following data. The integer lattice is the Z span of the columns of A (2) , and similarly for Q and R. Let v 0 , v 1 , v 2 denote the columns of A (2) starting from the left. The weight spaces are W −2k M (2) = span v k , . . . , v 2 (over the appropriate ring), and the Hodge filtration is given by F −k M (2) (C) = C e 0 , . . . , e k , where the e i 's are the standard basis vectors in C 2 . The graded quotients Gr W −2k M (2) are the Tate structures Z(0), Z(1), and Z(2). A change of the generators v i preserving the structure clearly amounts to a change of A (2) by right multiplication by a lower unipotent matrix over Z (or Q or R). This is the same as changing M (2) by a matrix in H Z (or the appropriate ring thereof) as in sect. A. We immediately recognize the expression of the hermitian form as given in sect. 4.2.1.
B.2 The big period
In ref. [17] Goncharov defines a tensor P (M ) ∈ C ⊗ Q C associated to a MHS (technically, a framed one) M . For the MHS defined by the period matrix (B.1) it is computed as follows. Let f 0 , f 1 , f 2 be the dual basis to v 0 , v 1 , v 2 . Then, according to ref. [17] ,
Performing the calculation we find:
Clearly, P (M (2) ) is invariant under the action (A.1) (over Q). Moreover, P (M (2) ) belongs to the kernel I of the multiplication map C ⊗ Q C → C . As a consequence, we have: We may then use Q → C → O X and the first standard sequence for Kähler differentials to pull back to X.
B.3 The extension class
The big period can be obtained as a symmetrization of an extension class of MHS. Indeed, the weight −2 subspace Following the procedure explained in ref. [6] , it is seen that the class of the extension (B.5) belongs to 
